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SPA
ETIQUETTE
CHOOSE THE BEST FOR YOURSELVES
Whether it is the music, light, room temperature, conversation or silence during your treatment, we always
try to adapt to the needs and wishes of our clients.
HIGHLIGHT ANY HEALTH COMPLICATIONS
Be sure to mention when booking an appointment if
there are any health problems to avoid unwanted consequences or in order for our therapist to be able to
recommend you some useful advice or treatments.
APPOINTMENT BOOKING
It is important to book appointment on time in order to
adapt it to your needs and desires. Please come to your
appointment 5-10 minutes earlier in order not to be
stressed and in a rush while you prepare for your treatment. In case client is late, wellness reserves the right
to shorten treatment time. Reservation can be canceled at least 3 hours before client appointment, otherwise wellness reserves the right to charge 50% of the
cost of treatment.
PAYMENT
Payments will be made in Croatian kuna. Credit cards
are accepted as well.

FACIALS
Give your face the care and protection that will deeply nourish it and defend it
from the harmful effects of the environment. The cosmetics created as a combination of nature and science will provide your skin with a feeling of softness,
lightness and regeneration. The abundance of organic ingredients balances your
skin with nature and draws the best out of it.

FACIAL MASSAGE

Light facial massage stimulates circulation and the result is
fresh and shiny skin. 20'

190 kn

HYDRAMEMORY

Deep hydration that helps skin dehydrated by stress, sun,
weather and polluted air. 60’

550 kn

REMEDY

Soothes, protects and restores balance to sensitive and gentle
skin that is prone to redness, broken capillaries and rosacea. 50’

630 kn

ACTIVE
PURENESS

Deep cleansing that restores vigour, balance and compactness to the skin, perfect for oily and combination skin. 60’

530 kn

ORGANIC
RECOVER FACIAL

A vitamin-enriched treatment that acts as an antioxidant, nourishing, soothing and releasing the skin from daily stress. 45’

490 kn

SACRED
NATURE FACE

A treatment that hydrates and replenishes the face with nutrients using 100% organic products. 45’

500 kn

DELUXE FACIAL
EXPERIENCE

A complex treatment that includes a back massage, hydration, facial
cleansing and massage using organic seaweed. 90'

850 kn

ANTI-AGING
LONGEVITY
EXPRESS

Healthy and revitalised skin in no time. 30’

350 kn

LONGEVITY
COMPLETE/DETOX

Removes skin blemishes. 50'

620 kn

SUBLIME SKIN
ACTIVE LIFT

The combination of a special lifting massage technique and innovative cosmetics restores fullness and volume to the skin. 60'

690 kn

SUBLIME SKIN
EYE TREATMENT

Suited for sensitive skin, revitalises the eye area and smoothes out
imperfections. 30'

150 kn

SUBLIME SKIN
DELUXE LIFT

Stimulates cell regeneration, increases skin tone and volume and
smoothes out wrinkles, perfect for autumn and winter. 75'

890 kn

PRO-COLLAGEN
AGE DEFY

For well-groomed and rejuvenated skin. 30'

400 kn

PRO-COLLAGEN
AGE DEFY

For well-groomed and rejuvenated skin. 60'

750 kn

FACIAL SKIN CONDITION FOR MAN
HYDRA
PERFORMANCE

A relaxing treatment adapted to men's skin requiring care and
hydration. 60'

550 kn

PURE
PERFORMANCE

Deep cleanses, reinvigorates and provides adequate care for oily
and combination skin. 30'

290 kn

BODY
Body skin, as well as facial skin, requires care and attention. Targeted treatments
using special massage techniques and certified organic products, rich in hydrating
and beneficial nutrients, will regenerate, tone and deeply nourish your skin.

THERMAL MUD

A thermal mud treatment that enables body drainage and detox, while
keeping cellulite at bay. 60’

550 kn

LIGHT LEGS

A successful treatment for cellulite and fluid retention that immediately
makes you feel light on your feet. 60’

550 kn

BODY ACTIVE

An intensive anti-cellulite treatment that firms the body and skin with
special massage techniques and wooden rollers. 50’

500 kn

FIRMING &
NEW MUM

Intended for anyone wishing to improve their skin tone, elasticity and
hydration - also perfect for new mothers. 60’

550 kn

MEDITERRANEAN
SUNRISE

A sea-salt body exfoliation and a facial and body massage with antioxidant-enriched oil that prepares the skin for sun exposure and provides
hydration. 60’

540 kn

MEDITERRANEAN
SUNSET

A completely natural organic olive lotion, which is perfect for deep and
intensive skin hydration after sun exposure. 50’

470 kn

MASSAGES
The nature contained in the fine textures of essential oils that we use
in massages absorbs into all the pores of your skin and relaxes your
body and mind.

Partial back or leg massage,
25`

290 kn

Full-body massage,
50`

460 kn

Full-body, facial and foot
massage, 75`

570 kn

ORGANIC
MUM TO BE

Using natural organic olive or almond oil, this massage nurtures the
skin and soothes the body and mind. 40’

400 kn

SWEET
ORANGE AROMA

A full-body massage bathed in the fragrances of Mediterranean
nature and aromatic sweet orange balsams. 50’

480 kn

MEDITERRANEAN
BREEZE

Laid-back and relaxing, just like the Mediterranean lifestyle, this
massage relaxes the body and mind with carefully crafted undulating
motions. 50’

470 kn

TRANQUILLITY

A facial and body massage with an aromatic essential oil blend for
complete relaxation. 60’

530 kn

DE-STRESS
MASSAGE

Efficiently releases tension in the parts of the body where it is most
frequent, such as the back, neck and head. 35’

350 kn

HEAD DE-STRESS
MASSAGE

This facial, neck, decolletage and scalp massage relaxes, eliminates
stress and restores balance to the mind with natural and organic
products. 25’

270 kn

HOT STONE
MASSAGE

The relaxing effect on the body will linger long after the hot volcanic
stone massage. 60'

540 kn

MEDITERRANEAN
BALANCE

A body massage with Mediterranean-inspired 100% natural organic oils that nurture all skin types
and restore the balance of body
and mind.

SCRUBS
AND BATHS
Regenerate and deeply nourish your skin and relax your body and mind with
Balance signature peels and baths. Sea salt and organic aromatic essential oils
are some of the ingredients that will imbue your entire body with the feeling of
wellbeing and happiness.

MEDITERRANEAN
ORGANIC BODY
SCRUB

A sea salt and aromatic essential oil body exfoliation with organic Mediterranean herbs as the main ingredient that regenerates, deeply nourishes and
protects the skin, mind and body. 30’

250 kn

SWEET ORGANIC
BODY SCRUB

A sweet body exfoliation in soothing scented oil followed by the application
of moisturising body lotion. 30’

250 kn

MEDITERRANEAN
BATH

A relaxing salt bath enriched with the essential oils of rosemary,
pine and sage. 30’

250 kn

TRANQUILLITY
BATH

A unique blend of the essential oils of sweet orange and cedar in a scented bath
that relaxes the entire body. 30’

250 kn

ORGANIC OIL
BATH

A relaxing bath providing the option of one or a combination of organic
Mediterranean oils - refresh, relax, sensual and spirit. 30’

250 kn

AUTHENTIC
RITUALS
Embark on a journey through time and experience our region through a mosaic of historical and natural traces. Each of our rituals is a story, and each
is interpreted through a carefully designed palette of sensations, movements
and scents.
Choose the one you prefer, indulge in a new dimension of wellness and discover
the authentic side of our destination that you will long remember.

MEDITERRANEAN
ESSENCE RITUAL

Lavender body scrub in olive oil; Mediterranean Balance body and
foot massage; grape seed oil facial massage. 75'

640 kn

MEDITERRANEAN
SECRET RITUAL

Sugar body scrub in nurturing almond oil and sweet orange and
mandarin essential oils; Mediterranean Balance body, facial and
foot massage. 75'

620 kn

SEA SALT RITUAL

Sea salt body scrub enriched with rosemary, lavender and lemon essential oils; Mediterranean Balance body, facial and foot massage. 75'

600 kn

ROMANTIC
MEDITERRANEAN
RITUAL
(ritual fot two)

A soothing hour at the Spa; body scrub with sea salt and lavender
in olive oil; body, facial, foot and scalp massage with hot Mediterranean organic and essential oils. 135'

1,300 kn

ORGANIC OLIVE
PULP BODY RITUAL

Inspired by the traditional use of olives and olive oil in Istria since
Antiquity, this is a 100% organic ritual that includes a gentle and
light body exfoliation and a massage with olive-pomace oil rich in
antioxidants and minerals. The ritual has an anti-ageing effect and
hydrates and protects the skin from external influences. 75'

550 kn

SACRED NATURE
BODY

Body scrub and massage with certified organic products rich in
nutrients for body hydration and care. 45'

480 kn

RAGUSA RELAX

Hydration, scalp massage, relaxing hand and foot care. 70'

640 kn

MANICURE
AND PEDICURE

SPA MANICURE

Polishing, shaping, exfoliation, mask and hand massage. 45’

320 kn

SPA PEDICURE

Full foot and toenail care as well as exfoliation, mask and
foot massage. 70’

380 kn

CLASSIC
PEDICURE

Full foot care. 50’

300 kn

ORGANIC OLIVE
FOOT CARE

Exfoliation, mask and foot massage with natural olive products from Istrian olive groves. 30’

270 kn

FOOT MASSAGE

A relaxing massage for tired feet. 20’

250 kn

NAIL
POLISHING 20’

75 kn

PERMANENT NAIL
POLISH HANDS 45’

350 kn

PERMANENT NAIL
POLISH FOOT 45’

390 kn

PERMANENT NAIL
POLISH REMOVAL 25’

70 kn

WAXING

Full leg waxing

200 kn

Full leg and bikini waxing

260 kn

Upper or lower leg waxing

130 kn

Upper or lower leg and bikini waxing

200 kn

Bikini waxing

110 kn

Back, chest or stomach waxing

190 kn

Brazilian wax

170 kn

Arm waxing

110 kn

Armpit waxing

70 kn

Upper lip waxing

60 kn

Eyebrow correction

70 kn

SPA ZONE &
MEMBERSHIP
SPA ZONE
Rejuvenate, feel the pulse of life and reenergize…

RELAX DAY

Use of Spa zone, swimming pools and fitness

170 kn

SWIMMING POOLS

max stay 3 hours

70 kn

FITNESS

max stay 3 hours

70 kn

SPA ZONE

max stay 3 hours

80 kn

BALANCE MEMBERSHIP
Balance Spa membership is the best way to get the most value from your spa
experience. Benefits vary according to Bronze, Silver or Gold membership and
include use of the swimming pool, fitness area, Spa, vitality bar and discount on
all wellness treatments.
BRONZE

Monday - Friday

SILVER

Every day

GOLD

Every day; full body massage
or 2 partial massages included

1 month

3 months

6 months

490 kn

1,320 kn

2,340 kn

1 month

3 months

6 months

590 kn

1,590 kn

2,830 kn

1 month

3 months

6 months

720 kn

1,940 kn

3,880 kn

EXCLUSIVE
RITUALS (for two)
RAGUSA
LUXURY DATE

Private room with wet aromatic sauna and jacuzzi, Body exfoliation
with sea salt and lavander in olive oil, Body, face, foot and sculpt
massage with warm organic essential oils. Relaxation with selection
of teas, juices, dry and fresh fuits. 180'

1,690 kn

RAGUSA
ROMANTIC DATE

Private room with wet aromatic sauna and jacuzzi. De stress massage.
Relaxation with selection of teas, juices, dry and fresh fuits. 130'

990 kn

RAGUSA
PARTNER RELAX

Private room with wet aromatic sauna and jacuzzi. Relaxation with
selection of teas, juices, dry and fresh fuits. 120'

650 kn

EXECUTIVE
SPA
The Executive Spa offers the ultimate indulgence – a 78-square-metre
private sanctuary of luxurious pampering complete withsparkling wine
and fresh fruit. Reserve this private spa zone for yourself and you just
might fi nd it’s the closest thing to heaven you’ve ever experienced.

EXCLUSIVE ROYAL
TREATMENT
6 hours

Private Spa zone with dry and wet aromatic sauna, private jacuzzi
and relax room. Tranquility Ritual - a relaxing facial and body treatment with a sweet body scrub and a facial and body massage with
an aromatic essential oil blend for complete relaxation of the body,
mind and soul

2,700 kn

RENTAL
6 hours /
12 hours

Private Spa zone with dry and wet aromatic sauna, private jacuzzi
and relax room, body exfoliator and body cream for pampering, dry
and fresh fruits served, as well bottle of champagne.

1,500 kn
/ 2,300 kn

Balance Mediterranean Spa by Valamar
Monday - Sunday 08:00 - 21:00

Valamar Lacroma Dubrovnik Hotel
Iva Dulčića 34

T 00385 20 449 102
www.valamar.com

